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XTREME PIGMENTS



Xtreme pigments are the best colors in the market, strong and very
easy to handle.

Thıs pigments are born to work with the newest techniques and they are the 
most stable colors in the permanent make up field.

. All colors are respecting the new EU regulation 2021 about the pigments 
safety, no AZO pigments are used.

 Our pigments are completely safe and passed all the CTL tests, you can 
download the CTL test reports and the MSDS datasheets in our webshop.

Because of printing the colors hues can be a little bit different than in real. 
In this leaflet slight colors changes can appear because of printing limitation.

XTREME PIGMENTS



Eye��o�� Pigments
XTREME OMBRE BROWS

Xtreme pigments are the strongest pigments in the PMU industry. 

Thanks to their organic composition they are very stable, they heal perfectly and fade slightly 

without unwanted color changes. These pigments are suited for ombre technique and for 

hairstrokes as well, as long as you work very shallow. We suggest to choose one tone darker for the 

ombre effect and to choose the right tone for the hairstrokes. For the hairstrokes we prefer to add 

a little Honey in the choosen pigment to avoid cool healing. 

O N L Y  8  C O L O R S  F O R  A N Y  S K I N  T Y P E  



Bl�die

H�ey
Gold blond warm pigment, orange based.
Honey can be mixed to other pigments to warm 
them up, or used pure by red haires for both ombre or 
hairstrokes effects.

Mix with Cool Stop to correct gray, blueish, purple or 
greenish eyebrows.

Very important: to correct cool brows the pigment 
must be faded. If it is still very dark you have to light 
it up first with removal techniques.

Light blond cool pigment, yellow based.
Yellow base pigments can be used to cover red, 
orange, pink and magenta.

Ombre effect: Since this color is very light we suggest
to use it only on very pale skin, when you need soft effects. 
For Fitzpatrick 1 you can mix it with Honey to warm it up.

Hairstrokes: Very nice color for haistrokes on blondes. 
Always add a little bit of Honey to warm it up.



Avana
Dark ash blond cool pigment, yellow based.
Yellow base pigments can be used to cover red,
orange, pink and magenta.

Ombre effect: This color is perfect on pale skin, or
mature skin. We suggest to add some Honey
on very mature skin or very thin skin to prevent
a very cool healing.

Hairstokes: Since this pigment is very cool we
suggest to add some Honey to warm it up.

W�d
Light brown, cool pigment, yellow based.
Yellow base pigments can be used to cover red, orange, 
pink and magenta.

Ombre effect: This is the perfect color for clients with a 
red undertone in the skin. 

Hairstrokes: Nice color for brown hair. we suggest to 
warm it up with Honey.



Chocola�
Intense cool brown pigment, yellow based.
Yellow base pigments can be used to cover red, 
orange, pink and magenta.

Ombre effect: This is one of our top sellers. The perfect 
choice for people with a red undertone in the skin. 
Used with a good technique and applied very shallow 
it can be also used to create blonde eyebrows.

Hairstrokes: Very strong and ashy pigment for very dark 
effects. we suggest to add some Honey to warm it up.

Mocca
Intense warm brown, orange based.

Ombre effect: This is one of our top sellers. For a perfect 
brown healing, is suited for people with more melanin in 
the skin (Fitzpatrick 3+) with a yellow, gray, olive and 
brown undertone.

It covers cool PMU only if it is faded, otherwise you need 
to use a corrector or a removal technique.

Hairstrokes: Very strong pigment, heals very dark. 
You can add Honey to warm it up.



Cocoa
Very dark brown pigment, orange based.

Ombre effect: As well Cocoa has a warm base 
(orange), the quantity of black makes this pigment ashy. 
It can be used for black haired on both cool and warm 
skin types. For people with more melanin you can add 
some Honey to warm it up.

Hairstrokes: For black haired, apply very shallow and 
add some honey or Cool Stop to warm it up.

In�nso
Almost black pigment, orange based, for skin wıth
ethnic features.

Ombre effect: As well Intenso has a warm base
(orange), the quantity of black makes this pigment
ashy. It can be used for black haired on both cool
and warm skin types. For people with more melanin
you can add some Honey to warm it up.

Hairstrokes: For black haired, apply very shallow and
add some honey or Cool Stop to warm it up.



Lips Pigments
XTREME LIPS

Xtreme pigments are the strongest 

pigments in the PMU industry.

Thanks to their organic composition 

they are very stable, they heal perfectly 

and fade slightly without unwanted 

color changes. This pigment is suited 

for aquarelle and full lips techniques.

We have nude colors and bright colors 

as well. Nude colors have more white 

inside so they heal more natural.



NudeSatin
Nude cool pink color.
Beautiful true pink color is suited for pale lips. 
Is not suited for cool lips.

You can mix it with other xtreme pigments to make
them softer and more opaque or combine it to
make 3D effects.

Blushed 
Autumn
Warm nude pigment with orange and pink tones.
It heals warmer on pale lips, and turn more pinkish
on rose and cool lips.

You can mix it with the reds for a more
intense effect.



Tropicana
Warm red pigment with an orange and pink
undertone. 
Is suited also to correct cool lips and “melanin” 
tinted lips, then it heals natural pink.

C�l Stop
Coral warm red pigment.
Cool Stop can be used as corrector for dark
or very cool lips and grayish, blueish and greenish
brows and eyeliners.



Che�yBumb
Cool intense red.
This pigment is not suited for cool lips.
Beautiful color for aquarelle technique.
Add a drop of Cherry Bumb to Nude Satin to make
it a vivid pink pigment.

Red Pa�i�
Full red pigment with deep burgundy undertones. 
Will give intense colour and body to lips. 
Wil have soft fuchsia undertones.



Wild Ginger
Nude pigment with tones of brown and dusty pink.
This pigment is not suited for cool lips.
Add a little of Cherry Bumb or Passion Red for
a very modern pink color.

Sw�t Straw��y
Soft red with a pink undertone.
Perfect color for aquarelle technique.



Eyeliner
Pigments

XTREME
EYELINER

Xtreme pigments are the strongest 

pigments in the PMU industry.

Our black is very strong and heals real 

black. 

The pigments are bright and extremely 

covering.

Xtreme colors are good for both classic and 

ombre liners techniques.



XtremeBlack
Strongest organic black in the market. Since the 
molecules are smaller this black will be intense 
and with a fluid consistency, so you can make 
beautiful smokey effects with it. We suggest to 
mix it with Cocoa to warm it up and prevent blue
or green healing.

D�pTur�oise
Beautiful light blue green color. Very nice for shading
on light eyes. When using colors on the eyelids it is better 
to start a little shading with black and fill well between 
the lashes. Then start blending the bright color with 
the black ombre and expand the colored shading on the 
eyelids above the black. This will guarantee an intense 
look and give definition to the eyes.

Xtreme��n
Intense green Color. This color matches green eyes and 
dark eyes as well. When using colors on the eyelids it is 
better to start a little shading with black and fill well 
between the lashes. Then start blending the bright color 
with the black ombre and expand the colored shading 
on the eyelids above the black. This will guarantee an 
intense look and give definition to the eyes.

Ultra Violet
Vivid purple pigment, very strong. Nice for shading on top
of the black on both light and dark eyes. When using colors 
on the eyelids it is better to start a little shading with black 
and fill well between the lashes. Then start blending the bright
color with the black ombre and expand the colored shading on
the eyelids above the black. This will guarantee an intense look
and give definition to the eyes.

Golden ��a��Black
Strong warm black color to create dark eyeliners.
The color will still look black but in the mix we added
some warm pigments to prevent blue or green healing.

NavyLiner
Deep blue eyeliner, the perfect color for shading on
blue eyes. When using colors on the eyelids it is better to
start a little shading with black and fill well between the 
lashes. Then start blending the bright color with the black
ombre and expand the colored shading on the eyelids 
above the black. This will guarantee an intense look
and give definition to the eyes.



ScalpPigments
XTREME SCALP

The new generation of scalp pigments 

is arrived! We developed a new simple 

line to create both shaved razor look 

and natural hair filling. Just 4 colors to 

create the perfect look for everyone. 

The dark pixel is our top seller to create 

the tiniest dots, even after healing.



Oli�� Hair Fi�ing
Dark ash blonde shade for the soft coloring of the scalp. This color is especially developed to 
fill in thinning hair by blonde and grey hair.  

Dark Hair Fi�ing
Dark brown pigment with natural undertone. It does not become red or grey after healing. 
This color is especially developed to fill in thinning hair by brown hair.

Soft �ay Shader
Light gray color, perfect by man with a very light skin.
This color is especially developed to created a shaven look.  

Dark Pixel
Very dark color to create perfect pixels. 
This color is especially developed to created a shaven look.

Dark pixel is our top seller, to create the tinnest dots ever, even after healing. 



Nano Pigments
The perfect pigments to create crisp hairstrokes.

In the composition of thıs pigments we use a special fixing agent to speed up the cristalization of 

the moleculesç this prevents the mıgration of the strokes and make them heal thin.

The thick constintence makes the pigment stich perfectly on the blade surface but you cn use 

them with the machine as well.

We developed a special additive to make pigments more creamy without adding more glycerine, 

to speed up the healing process



Nano

Nano
Very light brown (warm undertone) for 
very pale skin and especially for mature skin.

Nano Oli��
Light blond color, cool undertone, to
correct red permanent make up.

Nano 
Natural brown. 
Fits perfectly most of the skin types.

Brown a little darker than Nano 2.

Nano
Very dark brown for dark skin. It’s also suitable to make Nano 3 darker.



��c��e a Star!

Make your Star Shine

Share your best work on instagram with
 

#ecuricosmetics  #xtremeombre
 

and write which Ecuri pigment you have used.

Best work will be published on the offical Ecuri website and
on social media.
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